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Abstract—Robots and autonomous systems must interact with
one another and their environment to provide high-quality
services to their users. Dynamic game theory provides an ex-
pressive theoretical framework for modeling scenarios involving
multiple agents with differing objectives interacting over time.
A core challenge when formulating a dynamic game is designing
objectives for each agent that capture desired behavior. In this
paper, we propose a method for inferring parametric objec-
tive models of multiple agents based on observed interactions.
Our inverse game solver jointly optimizes player objectives
and continuous-state estimates by coupling them through Nash
equilibrium constraints. Hence, our method is able to directly
maximize the observation likelihood rather than other non-
probabilistic surrogate criteria. Our method does not require full
observations of game states or player strategies to identify player
objectives. Instead, it robustly recovers this information from
noisy, partial state observations. As a byproduct of estimating
player objectives, our method computes a Nash equilibrium
trajectory corresponding to those objectives. Thus, it is suitable
for downstream trajectory forecasting tasks. We demonstrate our
method in several simulated traffic scenarios. Results show that
it reliably estimates player objectives from a short sequence of
noise-corrupted partial state observations. Furthermore, using
the estimated objectives, our method makes accurate predictions
of each player’s trajectory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most robots use motion planning and optimal control meth-
ods to select and execute actions when operating in the real
world. Commonly used approaches require specifying the
objective to optimize. In many real-world applications, how-
ever, designing optimal control objectives is challenging. For
example, tuning cost parameters, even in the case of a linear-
quadratic regulator (LQR), can be a tedious heuristic process
when performed manually. As a result, it can be desirable to
learn optimal control objectives automatically from demonstra-
tions. To this end, researchers have investigated learning from
demonstration and inverse optimal control (IOC). Recent work
shows promising results, even for complex problems with large
state and observation spaces [10, 23].

Optimal control methods, however, are not directly suitable
for interactive settings with multiple agents. For example,
consider multiple vehicles engaged in lane changes on a
crowded highway. In this setting, each agent has its own
objective that naturally depends upon the behavior of others.
For instance, agents may wish to maintain a safe distance
from others and at the same time travel at a preferred speed.
Thus, their interaction is more accurately characterized as
a noncooperative game-theoretic equilibrium rather than as
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Fig. 1. Inverse and forward versions of a dynamic game modeling a 5-player
highway driving scenario. The solution of the forward problem maps the
player objectives (left) to the players’ optimal strategies (right). Our method
solves the inverse problem: it takes noisy, partial state observations of multi-
agent interaction as input to recover an objective model for each player that
explains the the observed behavior. The visualized slice of the cost landscape
shows one important aspect of the recovered objective model, namely, each
player’s preference to keep a safe distance from others. The inferred objectives
defines an abstract game-theoretic behavior model that can be used to predict
player strategies for arbitrary agent configurations.

the solution to a joint optimal control problem. Despite the
added complexity of these noncooperative interactions, re-
cent developments enable computationally-efficient solutions
to the dynamic games which arise in multi-agent robotic
settings [8, 11, 12, 19].

There are similar challenges in designing objectives for
dynamic games as for single-player optimal control problems.
As in the single-player case, automatic cost learning promises
to circumvent this difficulty. However, cost inference takes on
an even more important role in multi-agent settings. That is,
any individual player must also understand the objectives of
other players to interact effectively. In this paper, we study
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the problem of identifying such cost functions from noisy,
partial state observations of multi-agent interactions. Figure 1
shows an overview of this problem, commonly referred to as
an inverse dynamic game.

The main contribution of this paper is a novel, noise-
robust technique that identifies unknown parameters of each
player’s cost function in a noncooperative game based on
observed multi-agent interactions. Recovering these unknown
parameters allows us to infer important aspects of each players
preferences. For example, in the highway driving setting of
Figure 1 one such aspect is each agent’s preference to avoid
collisions with other vehicles. We propose a solution approach
to the inverse dynamic game problem which estimates all
player’s states and control inputs jointly with their unknown
objective parameters by coupling them through noncooperative
equilibrium constraints. Through this formulation, our method
is can operate seamlessly with noise-corrupted partial state
observations. Based on simulated traffic scenarios, we evaluate
our method and provide comparisons to existing methods in a
Monte Carlo study. We show that our method is more robust
to incomplete state information and observation noise. As a
result, our method identifies player objectives more reliably,
and predicts player trajectories more accurately.

II. RELATED WORK

We begin by discussing recent advances in the well-studied
area of IOC. While methods from that field address only
single-player settings, this body of work exposes many of the
important mathematical and algorithmic concepts that appear
in games. We discuss how some of these approaches have been
applied in the multi-player setting and emphasize the connec-
tions between existing approaches and our contributions.

A. Single-Player Inverse Optimal Control

The IOC problem has been extensively studied since the
well-known work of Kalman [15]. In the context of inverse
reinforcement learning (IRL), early formulations such as that
of Ng and Russell [25] and maximum-entropy variants [31]
have proven successful in treating problems with discrete
state and control sets. In robotic applications, optimal control
problems typically involve decision variables in a continuous
domain. Hence, recent work in IOC differs from the IRL
literature mentioned above as it is explicitly designed for
smooth problems.

One common framework for addressing IOC problems
with nonlinear dynamics and nonquadratic cost structures is
bilevel optimization [1, 24]. Here, the outer problem is a least
squares or maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) problem in
which demonstrations are matched with a nominal trajectory
estimate and decision variables parameterize the objective of
the underlying optimal control problem. The inner problem
determines the nominal trajectory estimate as the optimizer of
the “forward” (i.e., standard) optimal control problem for the
outer problem’s decision variables. A key benefit of bilevel
IOC formulations is that they naturally adapt to settings with
noise-corrupted partial state observations [1].

Early bilevel formulations for IOC utilize derivative-free op-
timization schemes to estimate the unknown objective param-
eters in order to avoid explicit differentiation of the solution
to the inner optimal control problem [24]. That is, the inner
solver is treated as a black-box mapping from cost parameters
to optimal trajectories which is utilized by the outer solver to
identify the unknown parameters using a suitable derivative-
free method. While black-box approaches can be simple to
implement due to their modularity and lack of reliance on
derivative information, they often suffer from a high sampling
complexity [26]. Since each sample in the context of black-
box IOC methods amounts to solving a full optimal control
problem, such approaches remain intractable for scenarios with
large state spaces or additional unknown parameters, such as
unknown initial conditions.

Other works instead embed the
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions of the inner problem
as constraints on the outer problem. Since these techniques
enforce only first-order necessary conditions of optimality,
globally optimal observations are unnecessary and locally
optimal demonstrations suffice. Yet, a key computational
difficulty of KKT-constrained IOC formulations is that they
yield a nonconvex optimization problem due to decision
variables in the outer problem appearing nonlinearly with
inner problem variables in KKT constraints. This occurs even
in the relatively benign case of linear-quadratic IOC.

In contrast to bilevel optimization formulations where nec-
essary conditions of optimality are embedded as constraints,
recent methods [3, 10, 21, 23] minimize the residual of these
conditions directly at the demonstrations. Since the observed
demonstration is assumed to satisfy any constraints of the
underlying forward optimal control problem, this method can
be formulated as fully unconstrained optimization. Addition-
ally, these residual formulations yield a convex optimization
problem if the class of objective functions is convex in the
unknown parameters at the demonstration [10, 16]. This con-
dition holds in the common setting of linearly-parameterized
objective functions. Levine and Koltun [21] propose a variant
of this approach that utilizes quadratic approximations of
the reward model around demonstrations to derive optimality
residuals in a maximum entropy framework. Englert and
Toussaint [10] present an extensions of this method do accom-
modate inequality constraints on states and inputs. Much like
KKT-constrained formulations, these residual methods operate
on locally optimal demonstrations. However, an important
limitation of residual methods is that they require observations
of full state and input sequences. More recently, Menner
and Zeilinger [23] compared IOC techniques based on KKT
constraints and residuals and demonstrated inferior perfor-
mance of the latter even in problems with linear dynamics
and quadratic target objectives.

Our work takes inspiration from the KKT-constraint formu-
lation for single-player IOC as discussed by Albrecht et al. [1]
and Menner and Zeilinger [23]. While these work apply
only to single-player settings, we utilize necessary conditions
for open-loop Nash equilibria (OLNEs) to generalize this
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approach to noncooperative multi-player scenarios.

B. Multi-Player Inverse Dynamic Games

Many of the IOC techniques discussed above have close
analogues in the context of multi-player inverse dynamic
games.

As in single-player IOC, methods akin to black-box bilinear
optimization have also been studied in the context of inverse
games [20, 27]. Peters [27] use a particle-filtering technique
for online estimation of human behavior parameters. This
work demonstrates the importance of inferring human behavior
parameters for accurate prediction in interactive scenarios.
However, there, inference is limited to a single parameter and
the work highlight the challenges associated with scaling this
sampling based approach to high-dimensional latent parameter
spaces. Le Cleac’h et al. [20] employ a similar derivative-
free filtering technique based on an unscented Kalman filter.
While this approach drastically reduces the overall sample
complexity, it still relies on exact observations of the state
to reduce the required number of solutions to full dynamic
games at the inner level.

Another line of research has put forth solution techniques
for inverse games that follow from the residual methods
outlined in Section II-A [4, 14, 17, 28]. Köpf et al. [17] study
a special case of an inverse linear-quadratic game in which
the equilibrium feedback strategies of all but one player are
known. This assumption reduces the estimation problem to
single-player IOC to which the residual methods discussed
above can be applied directly. Rothfuß et al. [28] present
a more general approach that does not exploit such special
structure but instead minimizes the residual of the first-order
necessary conditions for a local OLNE. Inga et al. [14]
present a variant of this OLNE residual method in a maxi-
mum entropy framework, generalizing the single-player IOC
algorithm proposed by Levine and Koltun [21]. Recently,
Awasthi and Lamperski [4] also extended the OLNE residual
method of Rothfuß et al. [28] to inverse games with state and
input constraints. This approach extends that of Englert and
Toussaint [10] to noncooperative multi-player scenarios.

All of these inverse game KKT residual methods share many
properties with their single-player counterparts. In particular,
since they rely upon only local equilibrium criteria, they are
able to recover player objectives even from local—rather than
only global—equilibrium demonstrations. However, as in the
single-player case, they rely upon observation of both state
and input to evaluate the residuals.

In contrast to KKT residual methods [4, 14, 28], we enforce
these conditions as constraints on a jointly estimated trajectory,
rather than minimizing the residual of these conditions directly
at the observation. Thus, our method can explicitly account
for observation noise, partial state observability, and unob-
served control inputs. Furthermore, in contrast to black-box
approaches to the inverse dynamic game problem [20, 27], our
method does not require repeated solutions of the underlying
forward game. Moreover, our method returns a full forward

game solution in addition to the estimated objective parameters
for all players.

III. BACKGROUND: OPEN-LOOP NASH GAMES

This section offers a concise background on forward open-
loop Nash games. In this work, we use the term forward
to disambiguate this class of problems from that of learning
costs in games (i.e., inverse games). For a thorough treat-
ment, refer to Başar and Olsder [5]. Note that OLNE differ
from noncooperative equilibrium concepts in other information
structures including feedback Nash equilibria [5, Chapter 3].
Recent algorithms for open-loop games are those by Di and
Lamperski [8], Le Cleac’h et al. [19], and for feedback games
we refer to Fridovich-Keil et al. [11] and Laine et al. [18].

An open-loop (infinite) Nash game with N players is char-
acterized by state x ∈ Rn and control inputs for each player
ui ∈ Rmi

which follow dynamics xt+1 = ft(xt, u
1
t , . . . , u

N
t )

at each discrete time t ∈ [T ] := {1, . . . , T}. Each player
has a cost function1 J i :=

∑T
t=1 g

i
t(xt, u

1
t , . . . , u

N
t ), which is

implicitly a function of the initial condition x1 and explicitly
of both the control inputs for each player ui := (ui1, . . . , u

i
T )

and the state trajectory x := (x1, . . . , xT ). The tuple of
initial state, joint dynamics, and player objectives which fully
characterizes a game is denoted Γ :=

(
x1, f, {J i}i∈[N ]

)
throughout this work.

Given a sequence of control inputs for all players u :=
(u1, . . . ,uN ) the states are determined by the dynamics and
initial condition. Note that for clarity we use bold variables
to indicate aggregation over time and omit player indices to
further aggregate a quantity over all players. Hence, for short-
hand, we will overload cost notation to define J i(u;x1) ≡
J i(u1, . . . ,uN ;x1) ≡ J i(x,u1, . . . ,uN ).

Nash equilibria are solutions to the coupled optimization
problems, one for each player Pi:

∀i ∈ [N ]

{
min
x,ui

J i(u;x1) (1a)

s.t. xt+1 = ft(xt, u
1
t , . . . , u

N
t ),∀t ∈ [T − 1]. (1b)

Nash equilibrium strategies u∗ := (u1∗, . . . ,uN∗) satisfy
the inequality J1(u1,u2∗, . . . ,uN∗;x1) ≥ J1(u∗;x1) for the
first player (P1) and likewise for all other players. Intuitively,
at equilibrium no player wishes to unilaterally deviate from
their respective strategy ui∗. Note that this solution concept
differs from a formulation as joint optimal control problem. In
particular, players’ objectives may conflict in which case the
resulting equilibrium is noncooperative.

Running example: To make these concepts concrete, we
introduce the following running example. Consider N = 2
vehicles avoiding collision. Each vehicle has its own state
xi such that the global game state is concatenated as x =
(x1, x2). Further, each vehicle follows unicycle dynamics at

1This setup readily extends to the constrained case as in [18, 19]—as our
own work does. We ignore such constraints here for clarity.
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time discretization ∆t:

xit+1 =


(x-position) pix,t+1 = pix,t + ∆t vit cosψit
(y-position) piy,t+1 = piy,t + ∆t vit sinψit
(heading) ψit+1 = ψit + ∆t ωit
(speed) vit+1 = vit + ∆t ait,

(2)

where uit = (ωt, at) is the yaw rate and longitudinal accel-
eration. Finally, each player’s objective is characterized by a
running cost git defined as a combination of multiple basis
functions:

git =

5∑
j=1

wijg
i
j,t



gi1,t = 1(t ≥ T − tgoal)d(xit, x
i
goal) (3a)

gi2,t = − log(‖pi − p−i‖22) (3b)

gi3,t = (vi)2 (3c)

gi4,t = (ωit)
2 (3d)

gi5,t = (ait)
2, (3e)

where wij ∈ R+ are non-negative weights for each cost
component, pi and p−i denote the position of player Pi and its
opponent, and d(·, ·) is a distance mapping. For this example
we choose d(xit, x

i
goal) = ‖pit − pigoal‖22 to compute squared

distance from a goal position. The basis functions encode the
following aspects of each player’s preferences:

1) be close to the goal state in the last tgoal time steps (3a),
2) avoid close proximity to the other vehicle (3b),
3) avoid high speed (3c) and large control effort (3d, 3e).

This game is inherently noncooperative since players must
compete to reach their own goals safely and efficiently: No
player wishes to deviate from a direct path to the goal,
yet all players also wish to avoid collision. Hence, they
must negotiate these conflicting objectives and thereby find
an equilibrium of the underlying game. Note that the cost
structure in (3) can also be used to encode more complex
problems such as the highway driving scenario depicted in
Figure 1. For clarity, we limit discussion to a simplified 2-
player scenario in this running example, and present a 5-player
example later in the paper.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A Nash game requires finding optimal strategies for each
player, given their objectives. In contrast, this work is con-
cerned with the inverse problem that requires finding players’
objectives for which the observed behavior is a Nash equi-
librium. In short, it seeks an answer to the question: Which
player objectives explain the observed interaction?

We cast this question as an estimation problem. To
that end, we assume that each player’s cost function is
parameterized by a vector θi ∈ Rki , i.e., J i(·; θi) ≡∑T
t=1 g

i
t(xt, u

1
t , . . . , u

N
t ; θi).

This formulation includes arbitrary smooth and potentially
nonlinear parameterizations. Hence, a player’s objective may
also be parameterized by a differentiable function approx-
imator such as an artificial neural network. While such a
parameterization is very flexible, it may also reduce the inter-
pretability of the resulting parameters. The parameterization of

player objectives may further be designed to exploit domain
knowledge for a specific application.

Running example: For clarity of presentation, our running
example throughout this paper considers a linear parame-
terization θi = (wi1, . . . , w

i
5) which weights individual cost

functions from (3) that comprise the overall objective for each
player. As we will see in Section VI, this parametrization is
able to capture a variety of interactive traffic scenarios.

Thus equipped, we seek to estimate those parameter values
that maximize the likelihood of a given sequence of partial
state observations y := (y1, . . . , yT ) for the induced paramet-
ric family of games Γ(θ) =

(
x1, f, {J (i)( · ; θ(i))}i∈[N ]

)
:

max
θ,x,u

p(y | x,u) (4a)

s.t. (x,u) is an OLNE of Γ(θ) (4b)
(x,u) is dynamically feasible under f, (4c)

where, θ is the vector of aggregated parameters over all
players, i.e., θ := (θ1, . . . , θN ), and p(y | x,u) denotes a
known observation likelihood model.

In the simplest case, the inverse planner receives an exact
observation of the full state and input sequence and the obser-
vation model is a Dirac delta function. In general, however,
the observation model p(y | x,u) allows modelling noise-
corrupted partial state observations. Thus, our formulation is
amenable to more realistic scenarios and real sensors, for
example, range/bearing measurements from a LiDAR.

In summary, the above formulation of the inverse dynamic
game problem attempts a joint estimation of states, control
inputs, and player objectives by tightly coupling them through
Nash equilibrium constraints. Note that this is an important
difference to existing formulations [4, 28] which treat these
estimation problems separately and do not exploit the strong
Nash priors which couple them. We discuss these methods in
further detail below and compare to them as a baseline.

V. OUR APPROACH

This section describes our main contribution: a novel solu-
tion technique for identifying objective parameters of players
in a continuous game. Our formulation is directly expressed
in the standard format of a constrained optimization problem.
That is, our method yields a mathematical program which
can be encoded using well-established modeling languages
(e.g., CasADi [2], JuMP [9], and YALMIP [22]) and solved
by a number of off-the-shelf methods (e.g., IPOPT [29],
KNITRO [7], and SNOPT [13]).

A. Encoding Nash Equilibrium Constraints

A key challenge to solving the estimation problem in
(4) is posed by the requirement to encode the equilibrium
constraint in (4b) in order to couple the estimates of game
trajectory (x,u) and objective parameters θ . In this work, akin
to the bilevel optimization approach to single-player IOC of
Albrecht et al. [1], we encode this forward optimality con-
straint via the corresponding first-order necessary conditions.
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For an OLNE, the first-order necessary conditions are given
by the union of the individual players’ KKT conditions, i.e.,

G(x,u,λ) :=

 ∇xJ
i + λi>∇xF(x,u)

∇uiJ i + λi>∇uiF(x,u)

}
∀i ∈ [N ]

F(x,u)

 = 0.

(5)

The first two blocks of this equation are repeated for all
players Pi and F(x,u) collects the dynamics constraint error
from (1a) with tth block of xt+1 − ft(xt, u1t , . . . , uNt ). Here,
we introduce costates λi := (λi1, . . . , λ

i
T−1) for all players,

where λit ∈ Rn is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the
constraint between decision variables at time step t and t+ 1
in (1a).

Incorporating (5) as constraints, we cast the inverse dynamic
game problem of (4) as

max
θ,x,u,λ

p(y | x,u) (6a)

s.t. G(x,u,λ; θ) = 0. (6b)

Here, the costates λ of (5) appear as additional primal
decision variables. Further, G(x,u,λ; θ) is the KKT residual
from (5), with added explicit dependency on the cost param-
eters θ . In practice, it can also be important to regularize or
otherwise constrain parameters.

Running example: j To ensure that the problem remains
well-defined, we constrain all parameters to sum to unity for
all players, and we also require positive control cost weights,
i.e., θi4,5 > ε ≥ 0.

Note that (6b) does not explicitly depend upon observa-
tions y but instead utilizes the trajectory (x,u) which we
optimize simultaneously to maximize observation likelihood.
Thus, our method does not rely on complete observation of
states, or even inputs. Rather, we reconstruct this missing in-
formation by exploiting knowledge of dynamics and objective
model structure.

Finally, we also note that our method applies coherently
when there are multiple observed trajectories; our development
here treats the single-trajectory observation case for clarity.

B. Structure of Constraints

Consider the tth term in the first block of G in (5)

0 = ∇xt
J i(x,u; θi) + λi>∇xt

F(x,u) (7a)

= ∇xt
git(xt, ut; θ

i) + λit−1 − λi>t ∇xt
ft(xt, ut), (7b)

with aggregated player inputs ut = (u1t , . . . , u
N
t ). The right

hand side contains two potential sources of nonlinearities
that may render (6) nonconvex. First, for any non-trivial
player objectives, the gradient of the running cost ∇xt

g must
couple state xt and inputs ut with parameters θ . Second,
costate λit multiplies the potentially state-dependent Jacobian
of dynamics ∇xt

ft.
When the dynamics are affine, the Jacobian is a constant and

the latter term remains linear in decision variables λit and xt.
Furthermore, in a forward dynamic game, the parameter vector
θ is given in the problem description and thus also the former

nonlinearity vanishes if player objectives are quadratic and
include no mixed terms in states and inputs. As a result of this
structure, linear-quadratic OLNE problems admit an analytic
solution [5, Chapter 6] and only more complex problems
require the use of iterative solution techniques, e.g. a Newton
method as employed by Le Cleac’h et al. [19].

In an inverse game, however, objective parameters θ nec-
essarily appear as decision variables. Since our method ad-
ditionally estimates the game trajectory (x,u) to account
for noise-corrupted partial state observations, the equilibrium
constraints in (6b) remain at least bilinear even for linear-
quadratic games and the optimization problem is inevitably
nonconvex. Therefore, our approach inherently relies on an
iterative method to identify solutions of (6) and the ability to
solve this problem can depend on suitable initialization of the
decision variables.

To this end, we leverage the observation sequence y to
initialize the decision variables x and u by solving a relaxed
version of (6) without equilibrium constraints. That is, we
compute the initialization of the state-input trajectory as the
solution of

x̃, ũ := arg max
x,u

p(y | x,u) (8a)

s.t. F(x,u) = 0. (8b)

This pre-solve step can be interpreted as sequentially activating
the different components of the KKT constraints in (6b). First,
we enforce only dynamics constraints to recover a trajectory
that maximizes observation likelihood while remaining dy-
namically feasible, regardless of Nash equilibrium constraints.
Subsequently, we activate the Nash equilibrium constraints
encoded by the first two blocks of G and solve the full
problem in (6). Note that in this second step, the state x
and input u still remain decision variables and thus the game
trajectory is further refined during optimization of the objective
parameters θ .

C. Maximum Likelihood Objective
A common yet effective class of observation models as-

sumes additive white Gaussian noise. In this case, each ob-
servation depends only upon the state and input at the current
time step, i.e.,

yt = ht(xt, u
1
t , . . . , u

N
t ) + nt, (9)

where ht is a deterministic mapping from the current state
and input to the expected observation, and nt is a zero-
mean white noise-process, i.e., nt ∼ N (0,Σt). For this class
of observation models the inverse OLNE problem can be
equivalently treated as a constrained nonlinear least-squares
problem.

Running example: We presume isotropic additive white
Gaussian noise and minimize the corresponding negative log-
likelihood objective

∑
t ‖yt − ht(xt)‖22 in (4a). In summary,

the inverse problem to the collision avoidance game entails
the following task: Find those weights to the basis functions
in (3) for which the corresponding game solution generates
expected observations near the observed data.
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VI. EXPERIMENTS

This section analyzes the performance of the proposed
inverse game solution approach and compares it to a state-
of-the-art baseline in a Monte Carlo study.

A. Baseline: Minimizing KKT Residuals

We use as a baseline the KKT residual approach presented
in Rothfuß et al. [28] and Awasthi and Lamperski [4]. Other
approaches exist as described in Section II-B, e.g., [20, 27],
however these black-box approaches do not utilize derivative
information. Algorithmic differences are sufficiently extensive
that they render a direct comparison difficult to interpret.

Like our method, the KKT residual approach uses the first-
order necessary conditions in (5) to encode forward optimality.
However, it does not jointly optimize a trajectory estimate
for the problem. Instead, these method assume access to a
preset trajectory along which they minimize the violation of
the optimality constraint. That is, the baseline solves

min
θ,λ
‖G(x̃, ũ,λ; θ)‖22 , (10)

where x̃ and ũ are assumed to be given as part of the
observation. Thus, only the objective parameters θ and the
costates λ are decision variables in the problem.

In scenarios with incomplete information due to unobserved
inputs, noise, or partial state observations, the solution to the
optimization problem in (10) is not meaningful and not always
well-defined. Instead, the state-input trajectory must first be
estimated from the observation sequence y in order to evaluate
the constraint residual. To this end, we extend the technique
of [4, 28] with a pre-processing step to estimate the state-
input trajectory as the solution of (8). That is, we recover the
dynamically feasible state-input sequence that maximizes the
likelihood of the observation. This baseline can be thought
of as a sequential, loosely coupled version of our approach.
Instead of optimizing a trajectory estimate jointly with the
objective parameters θ , they are estimated one at a time in a
two-stage procedure.

B. Experimental Setup

We implement our proposed approach as well as the KKT
residual baseline [28] in Julia [6] using the algebraic modeling
language JuMP [9]. Due to the abstraction provided by the
modeling language our implementation is agnostic to the
algorithm used to solve the synthesized problem description.
In this work, we use the open source COIN-OR IPOPT
algorithm [29]. The source code is publicly available at
https://github.com/PRBonn/PartiallyObservedInverseGames.jl.

To compare robustness and performance of our method
with the baseline, we perform a Monte Carlo study. For this
purpose, we fix a set of cost weights in (3) for each player,
find corresponding OLNE trajectories as roots of (5) using the
well-known iterated best response (IBR) algorithm [30], and
corrupt them with additive white Gaussian noise as described
in (9). We generate 40 random observation sequences at
each of 22 different levels of isotropic observation noise.

For each of the resulting 880 observation sequences we run
both our method and the baseline to recover estimates of
weights wij , j ∈ {1, . . . , 5} for each player. Note that all
methods infer objective parameters from observation of a
single trajectory. That is, each estimate in the Monte Carlo
study relies only upon 25 s of interaction history of a single
scenario instead of batches of multiple demonstrations. This
evaluation setup is designed to benchmark the methods in a
realistic setting where an estimator typically cannot observe
the same scene multiple times.

C. Simulation Experiments

1) 2-Player Running Example: First, we evaluate our
method and the residual baseline in a Monte Carlo study
using the running example of collision-avoidance with N = 2
players. This experiment aims to demonstrate the performance
gap of both methods in a conceptually simple and more easily
interpretable scenario.

Figure 2 shows the estimator performance for varying levels
of observation noise in two different metrics. Figure 2(a)
reports the mean cosine error of the objective parameter
estimates. That is, we measure dissimilarity between the
unobserved true model parameters θtrue and the estimate θest
by

Dcos(θtrue, θest) = 1− 1

N

∑
i∈[N ]

θi>trueθ
i
est∥∥θitrue

∥∥
2

∥∥θiest

∥∥
2

, (11)

where the mean is taken over the N players. The normalization
of the parameter vectors in (11) reflects the fact that the
absolute scaling of the cost weights within each player’s
objective does not effect their optimal behavior. Hence, this
metric measures the estimator performance in model parameter
space.

Figure 2(b) shows the mean absolute position error for
trajectory predictions computed by finding a root of (5) using
the estimated objective parameters. We anticipate our method
will ultimately be used to forecast the behavior of agents
using the estimated objective model, e.g., in a model-predictive
control scheme. For such settings, this metric gives a more
tangible sense of algorithmic quality. In both plots, we evaluate
the approaches for two different noisy observation models: in
one, estimators observe the full state, and in another, estimators
observe the position and heading but not the speed of each
agent; i.e., they receive a partial state observation. In addition
to the raw data, we highlight the median as well as the IQR of
the estimation error over a rolling window of 60 data points.

Figure 2(a) shows that both methods recover the true cost
parameters θ if observations are not corrupted by noise.
However, the performance of the baseline degrades rapidly
with increasing observation noise variance. This performance
degradation is particularly pronounced if the baseline receives
only partial state observations. Our estimator recovers the
unknown cost parameters more accurately and with a smaller
IQR. In contrast to the baseline, the performance of our
method degrades gracefully when observations are corrupted
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(b) Position prediction

Fig. 2. Estimation performance of our method and the baseline for the
2-player running example, with noisy full and partial state observations. (a)
Error measured directly in parameter space using (11). (b) Error measured in
position space. Triangular data markers in (b) highlight objective estimates
which lead to ill-conditioned games. Solid lines and ribbons indicate the
median and IQR of the error for each case.

by noise. This finding also holds if the estimator receives only
partial state observations.

Figure 2(b) displays qualitatively similar patterns, though
here the vertical axis measures position prediction error rather
than parameter error. Here, note that some data markers for the
baseline estimator are triangles. These denote instances when
the estimated parameters specify ill-conditioned objectives
which prevent us from recovering roots of (5). For example,
this can happen when proximity costs dominate control input
costs. Thus, these data points correspond to a complete failure
of the estimator. For the baseline, a total of 104 out of 880
estimates result in an ill-conditioned forward game when states
are fully observed. In the case of partial observations, the
number of estimator failures increases to 218. In contrast,
our method recovers well-conditioned player objectives for all
demonstrations and allows for accurate trajectory prediction.
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Fig. 3. Qualitative prediction performance for the 2-player running example
at noise level σ = 0.1 for 40 different observation sequences. (a) Ground
truth trajectory and observations, where each player wishes to reach a goal
location opposite their initial position. (b, c) Trajectories recovered by solving
the game at the estimated parameters for our method and the baseline using
noisy full and partial state observations.

For additional intuition of the performance gap, Figure 3
visualizes the prediction results in trajectory space for a
fixed initial condition. Figure 3(a) shows the noise corrupted
demonstrations generated for isotropic Gaussian noise with
standard deviation σ = 0.1. Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c) show
the corresponding trajectories predicted by solving the game
at the recovered objective estimates of our method and the
baseline, respectively. Note that our method generates a far
smaller fraction of outliers than the baseline. Further, the
performance of our method is only marginally effected by
partial state observability.

2) 5-Player Highway Overtaking: We also replicate the
Monte Carlo study in a larger 5-player highway driving
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Fig. 4. Estimation performance of our method and the baseline for the 5-player highway overtaking example, with noisy full and partial state observations.
(a) Error measured directly in parameter space using (11). (b) Error measured in position space. Triangular data markers in (b) highlight objective estimates
which lead to ill-conditioned games. Solid lines and ribbons indicate the median and IQR of the error for each case.

scenario in order to demonstrate scalability of the approach.
This scenario is depicted in Figure 1. In this highway scenario,
each player does not seek to reach a specific goal location
at the end of the game horizon. Instead, a player’s objective
in this game is more accurately characterized by the desire
to make forward progress at an unknown nominal speed.
Therefore, ground-truth objectives use a quadratic penalty on
deviation from a desired state that encodes each player’s target
lane and preferred travel speed. Note, that this objective can
still be modeled by the cost structure in (3).

Figure 4 shows the estimator performance of our method
and the baseline for this highway driving problem. Here, we
use the same metrics as in the previous experiment to measure
estimator performance in parameter space—Figure 4(a)—
and position space—Figure 4(b). Again, our method clearly
outperforms the baseline for both fully and partially observed
demonstrations. Furthermore, the baseline performance is not
consistent across the two metrics. That is, while the perfor-
mance of the baseline measured in parameter space is not
much effected by partial state observations, the observation
model has a decisive impact on the trajectory prediction
accuracy. This performance inconsistency of the baseline can
be attributed the fact that certain objective parameters are
more critical for accurate prediction of the game trajectory
than others. Since our method’s objective is data-fidelity, here
measured by observation likelihood (4a), it directly accounts
for these effects. The baseline, however, greedily optimizes
the KKT residual irrespective of the downstream trajectory
prediction task.

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a novel method for estimating player
objectives from noise-corrupted partial state observations of
non-cooperative multi-agent interactions—a task referred to
as the inverse dynamic game problem. The proposed solution

technique estimates the trajectory to recover unobserved states
and inputs, and optimizes this trajectory simultaneously with
an objective model estimate in order to maximize data-fidelity.
The estimated trajectory is a forward game solution of the
observed game including each players’ strategy, and may be
used for trajectory prediction.

Numerical simulations show that the resulting algorithm is
more robust to observation noise and partial state observability
than existing methods [4, 28], which require estimating states
and inputs a priori. Our method recovers model parameters that
closely match the unobserved true objectives and accurately
predicts the state trajectory; even for high levels of observation
noise.

Despite these encouraging results, there is ample room
for future improvement. In the present work, we study the
utility of our method for offline scenarios in which an external
observer recovers the objectives of players post hoc. Our
method, however, yields not only the estimated objective
model, but also the forward game solution, including each
players’ strategy. This property makes our technique partic-
ularly suitable for online filtering applications in which an
autonomous agent must estimate the objectives of other players
for safe and efficient closed-loop interaction. In such a setting,
the proposed estimator could be used on a fixed-lag buffer of
past observations to simultaneously estimate each opponent’s
objective while generating the optimal response for the ego-
agent over a receding prediction horizon.

Another exciting direction lies in the extension of the
proposed method to information structures beyond OLNE.
Recent work has put forth efficient solution techniques for the
more expressive class of feedback Nash equilibria [11, 18].
While our proposed framework is generally agnostic to the
information structure of the observed game, future work
should investigate efficient techniques for encoding forward
optimality for these equilibrium concepts.
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